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Abstract—Accessing many data sources aggravates problems for users of heterogeneous distributed databases. Database administrators must deal with fragile mediators, that is, mediators with schemas and views that must be significantly changed to incorporate a new data source. When implementing translators of queries from mediators to data sources, database implementors must deal with data sources that do not support all the functionality required by mediators. Application programmers must deal with graceless failures for unavailable data sources. Queries simply return failure and no further information when data sources are unavailable for query processing. The Distributed Information Search COmponent (Disco) addresses these problems. Data modeling techniques manage the connections to data sources, and sources can be added transparently to the users and applications. The interface between mediators and data sources flexibly handles different query languages and different data source functionality. Query rewriting and optimization techniques rewrite queries so they are efficiently evaluated by sources. Query processing and evaluation semantics are developed to process queries over unavailable data sources. In this article we describe (a) the distributed mediator architecture of Disco; (b) the data model and its modeling of data source connections; (c) the interface to underlying data sources and the query rewriting process; and (d) query processing semantics. We describe several advantages of our system.
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I. INTRODUCTION

DATABASE systems have several types of users. End users focus on data. Application programmers concentrate on the presentation of data. Database administrators (DBAs) provide definitions of data. Database implementors (DBIs) concentrate on performance. Distributed databases, i.e., systems that access multiple databases simultaneously, also have the same types of users. Distributed databases may be either homogeneous or heterogeneous. Homogeneous distributed databases require that every underlying database conforms to the same data model and query language. Heterogeneous distributed databases relax this restriction and permit each underlying database to have different data models, query languages, and thus, different functionality. Since some underlying databases may be very simple, i.e., a file, we use the term data source instead of the term database.

A. Architecture

As shown in Figure 1, current distributed heterogeneous database systems [1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9], [10], [11] adopt a distributed architecture that consists of several specialized components. End users interact with applications (A) written by application programmers. Applications access underlying data sources via mediators (M) [11]. Mediators export a mediator schema that is an integrated representation of data sources. Mediators process queries over the integrated representation. To construct this representation, DBAs provide information to mediators to accomplish query processing. This information consists of the schemas of the data sources, the mediator schema, and views which transformation queries between data source schema and the mediator schema. To deal with the different query languages of each data source, wrappers (W) transform sub-queries sent to data sources and transform answers returned from data sources. Wrappers map from a subset of the functionality of a general query language, used by mediators, to the particular query language of the source. The wrapper implementor, a new specialty of DBI, writes wrappers for each type of data source.

This architecture has several advantages. First, the specialized components of the architecture allow the various
concerns of different users to be handled independently. Second, mediators typically specialize in a related set of data sources with “similar” data, and thus export schemas and semantics related to a particular domain. The specialization of the components of this architecture leads to a flexible and extensible system.

B. Research Issues for Mediators

To create a specific mediator, a DBA must define a mediator schema for the mediator; a collection of data sources; local schema for the data sources; and a mapping between the mediator schema and the local schemas. Generally this mapping is done via database views. A view is a named query. The domain of a view is the data source schemas and the range of a view is the mediator schema. (See Section II for competing approaches for mapping from the mediator to local schemas.) The DBA, via view definitions, must resolve conflicts among the different data models, different schemas, and different semantics of data sources to construct an uniform semantics for the mediator schema. Thus, the view definitions and various schema are tightly integrated. This tight integration creates a problem for the DBA, when a new data source is to be added. For each new local schema, view definitions must be changed, and perhaps the mediator schema itself must be modified. We call this the fragile mediator problem.

For query execution, an application sends a query to a mediator and waits for an answer. The mediator accepts the query and transforms it into sub-queries and a composition query. Each sub-query corresponds to a data source and it uses only the functionality of the data source. The composition query performs all the remaining work required to compute the answer to the query. The mediator then coordinates the execution of the query. It sends each sub-query to the wrapper that controls a data source. The wrapper translates the sub-query into a corresponding query in the local query language, and then sends this translated query to the data source. The data source computes an answer and transmits the answer to the wrapper, which translates the answer to the format required by the mediator. The mediator coordinates the arrival of the answers with the composition query. The composition query combines the answers into the final answer. To support query execution, the mediator must cope with the different functionality of each wrapper (corresponding to each data source). For instance, one data source might support only projection operations and another data source might support only selection operations. This problem is called the source capability problem.

After the mediators have been defined by the DBAs, the appropriate wrappers written by DBIs, and the application programs have been developed, the system is deployed to end users. End users interact with applications that access the underlying data sources through the mediators. If an application issues a query to an underlying data source that is unavailable, in the absence of replication, generally the mediator fails to process the query, and the application informs the user that nothing can be done until the data source is again available. We call this problem the graceless failure for unavailable data sources problem.

C. The Disco Architecture

As heterogeneous distributed database systems scale up to incorporate many data sources into the system, the three problems defined previously are aggravated. For DBAs, scaling up data sources makes a heterogeneous system hard to maintain due to the fragile mediator problem. To add a data source to the system, the DBA must change schemas and add new definitions. For DBIs, scaling up makes a system hard to program and tune due to the source capability problem. To add a data source, implementors must write new code and add new cost information. For end users and application programmers, scaling up makes a system harder to use due to the graceless failure for unavailable data sources problem.

These three problems are mitigated in some respects by the specialized components of the mediator architecture that was presented. The architecture permits DBAs to develop mediators independently and thus limits the impact of the addition of a data source on mediators. DBIs can develop wrappers independently and thus the introduction of a new data source impacts only some mediators that handle these data sources. And since applications issue queries to mediators, graceless failures only occur in mediators that access these unavailable data sources.

The design of the Distributed Information Search Component (Disco) provides novel features, beyond those discussed, for all users to deal with the problems of scaling up the number of data sources. Disco aids the DBA in adding data sources if the new data sources are similar (in the sense of similar types) to existing data sources. Disco also supports simple type transformations when there is a mismatch between types. Solutions to the fragile mediator problem when there are schematic conflicts among the data sources, or semantic conflicts in the contents of the data sources, is a more complex issue. To cope with the source capability, Disco aids the DBI by providing a wrapper language and a wrapper interface to ease the construction of wrappers. The DBI specifies the functionality of the wrapper for each data source, and the mediator guarantees that any sub-query issued to this data source will be specified based on this functionality. Thus, the wrapper need only implement the functionality of the data source. For the application programmer and end user, Disco provides a new semantics for query processing to provide graceful instead of ungraceful failures for unavailable data sources. If a data source is unavailable during query evaluation, a partially evaluated query is returned. This partially evaluated query may be used, in some circumstances, by the application, to provide a partial answer to the user query.

We use a (simple) example to briefly describe each novel feature of Disco, namely, the data model, the wrapper interface description of the data sources, and the semantics of query processing with unavailable sources.
Suppose a mediator defines the type Person in the mediator schema as the union of person types in the underlying data sources. In many current heterogeneous distributed databases, this definition is accomplished by introducing a view for each underlying data source. When a new data source is added, a new view must be added. In Disco, this definition is accomplished by defining an extent person, for the type Person, for all data sources that have persons. An extent represents a collection of objects (cf. Section III).

Consider two data sources handled by wrappers w0 and w1. Data source w0 contains a person relation1 with a person Mary whose salary is 200, and w1 contains a person relation with a person Sam whose salary is 50. The DBA models w0 and w1 as extents person0 and person1, of type Person. The DBA then defines the extent person as the union of all extents associated with type Person, in this case person0 and person1.

To access the objects, the Disco query language is used. For example, the query

```sql
select x.name
from x in person
where x.salary > 10
```

constructs a bag of the names of the persons from person, i.e., the union of person0 and person1, who have a salary greater than 10. The answer to this query is a bag of strings Bag("Mary", "Sam").

With this organization, the addition of a new data source with persons simply requires modifying the extent person to include this new source, as long as the type of the new data source is the same as the type Person. The same query would then access three data sources. The query itself does not change, nor does the definition of the Person type. In addition, Disco provides support for incorporating new data sources with similar structure with respect to existing sources. This property simplifies the maintenance of the mediator and thus addresses, in part, the fragile mediator problem.

### E. Mediator Interface to Wrappers

Each heterogeneous database system specifies the interface between the mediators and wrappers using a different level of functionality. Some systems define the interface to include complex query processing capabilities. Other systems define the interface to be a low level object interface and thus wrappers support only simple access to objects. Disco provides a flexible wrapper interface. Mediators interface to wrappers at the level of an abstract algebraic machinery of logical operators. All mediators and wrappers share the same abstract algebraic machinery. When the DBI implements a new wrapper, she chooses a subset of the algebra to support [12]. The DBI implements the subset, and also implements a register call in the wrapper. This call returns, among other things, a specification of the capabilities of the wrapper, i.e., the subset of the algebra supported by the wrapper.

The mediator interacts with the wrapper in two phases. In the register phase, the wrapper communicates to the mediator its local schema, its specification, and an optional description of the cost of operations in its algebra [13]. During query processing, a mediator transforms the query on the mediator schema into sub-queries on the local schema. Each sub-query is translated into a logical expression for the wrapper. The mediator uses the grammar returned by the wrapper interface to check that the logical expression only uses the subset implemented by the wrapper. If the check succeeds, the logical expression is used. If the check fails, the logical expression submitted to the wrapper is simplified (by moving processing to the mediator) until a simplified logical expression is found that can be executed by the wrapper.

Suppose that a mediator generates a logical expression to project the name attribute from person0.

```sql
project([name], scan(person0))
```

The mediator will pass this logical expression to a wrapper, thereby, pushing the scan and projection operations onto the wrapper, only if the wrapper interface supports the project and scan logical operators, and only if the wrapper supports composition of these logical operators. If the wrapper does not support project, the projection will be performed in the mediator and only the scan logical expression will be passed to the wrapper.

### F. Mediator Query Processing

Disco supports a new query processing semantics to deal with the graceless failure for unavailable data sources problem. Disco uses partial evaluation semantics to return a partial answer to queries, by processing as much of the query as possible, from the information that is available during query processing [14].

Consider again the query in Section I-D. Suppose that the w0 data source does not respond. Then, the answer to the query would be the following query and not, as in current heterogeneous database systems, simply an error indicating failure. The query returned as an answer represents a partial answer:

```sql
union(select y.name
from y in person0
where y.salary > 10,
Bag("Sam"))
```

(In Disco, the union of two bags is a bag). Thus, the query in the partial answer is contained in the first argument of the union and the data is contained in the second argument. When w0 becomes available, this partial answer could be resubmitted as a new query (since it is itself a query) and the answer Bag("Mary", "Sam") would be returned, assuming that the underlying data sources have not changed.

---

1In this paper, we use an example of relational data sources. However, the Disco model can be applied to a variety of information servers, such as information retrieval systems, file systems, HTTP sources, etc.
This paper is organized as follows. Section II describes related work. Section III presents the data model through a description of the extensions to an existing standard. Section IV describes mediator query processing and the wrapper interface. Section V presents a new semantics of query processing with unavailable sources. We conclude with a summary, a description of the internal architecture of the current mediator prototype, and a discussion of future plans. Earlier results of this research have been published in [15], [16].

II. RELATED WORK

We first present a comparison of the features of the Disco data model with other approaches developed for dealing with heterogeneous databases. Next, we make a comparison of query processing, optimization, and plan generation, in heterogeneous environments, where wrappers may have limited capability, and we examine research on cost-based optimization. Finally, we review partial evaluation from the programming language literature.

A. Data Model

Pegasus [17], UniSQL/M [18], [19], SIMS [20], IRODB [3], and other projects, support mediator capabilities through a unified global schema [21], which integrates each remote database and resolves conflicts among these remote databases. Although these projects made substantial contributions in resolving conflicts among different schemas and data models, the global schema approach suffers from the fragile mediator problem: the unified global schema must be substantially modified as new sources are integrated.

For example, UniSQL/M [18], [19] is a commercial multi-database product; virtual classes are created in the unified schema to resolve and “homogenize” heterogeneous entities from relational and object-oriented schema. Instances of the local schema are imported to populate the virtual classes of the integrated schema, and this involves creating new instances. The first step in integration is defining the attributes (methods) of a virtual class, and the second step is a set of queries to populate this class. They provide a vertical join operator, similar to a tuple constructor, and a horizontal join, which is equivalent to performing a union of tuples. The major focus of their research is conflicts due to generalization, for e.g., an entity in one schema can be included, i.e., become a subclass of an entity in the global schema, or a class and its subclasses may be included by an entity in the global schema. Attribute inclusion conflicts between two entities can be solved by creating a subclass relationship among the entities. Other problems that are studied are aggregation and composition conflicts.

Alternately, the capability of a mediator to resolve conflicts is supported by the use of higher-order query languages or meta-models [22], [23], [24], [25], [26], [27]. Mediators are also implemented through the use of mapping knowledge bases that capture the knowledge required to resolve conflicts among the local schema, and mapping or transformation algorithms that support query mediation and inter-operation among relational and object databases [28], [29], [30], [31], [32]. Here, too, the emphasis is on resolving conflicts among schema and data models, to support interoperability of the queries. All of these approaches face the fragile mediator problem.

In Disco, we provide underlying support for various solutions to the fragile mediator problem with a two-pronged approach. First, we adopt the standard ODMG object data model [33] to represent both mediator and data source schemas. We extend this model by introducing mediator and data source types. The extent of the mediator type, corresponding to objects of that type, is automatically defined over the extents of the data sources. We support incorporating new data sources, with no type mismatch, or simple type mismatch, by modifying the extent of the mediator type, and by mapping types to resolve simple type conflicts. In related research [17], [3], [24], [19], [18], [25], the mismatch of the data types, formats, values, etc., with respect to data source types and mediator types was resolved by obtaining a single unified type. In Disco, our first objective is to support scale up by easing the introduction of new data sources. Each addition of a type and resolution of a type conflict, between data source and mediator, is independent of any other type conflict, and is handled by the data model.

The second aspect of dealing with the fragile mediator problem demands dealing with semantic conflicts of values (contents) in difference sources. Users may need to define reconciliation functions [17] which determine how data values from different sources are combined; they may need to deal with missing data [34]; and they may need to utilize techniques to resolve object identity across multiple sources [3]. In Disco, we do not explicitly support such functionality in the data model. However, we do recognize that there are many advantages, in particular, from a performance viewpoint, if such features are directly incorporated into the data model, by a set of built-in functions, as in [17], [3]. If these functions are included in the data model, then, during query processing, the mediator may use special heuristics to optimize the processing of these functions.

The focus of research in the TSIMMIS project [4], [35] is the integration of structured and unstructured (schema-less) data sources, techniques for the rapid prototyping of wrappers and techniques for implementing mediators. The common model is an object-based information exchange model (OEM), which has a very simple specification. TSMMIS has components that extract properties from unstructured objects, transform information into a common model, combine information from several sources, allow browsing of information, and manage constraints across heterogeneous sites. They address the issue of mismatch in the querying capability of different data sources, and propose techniques for query reformulation that resolve this mismatch. These techniques are not incorporated into the data model.

The Garlic system [36], [37], [38], research described in [39], [40], [30] and the Information Manifold project [41],
[42], [43], all assume a mediator environment based on a common data model. In the Information Manifold project [41], [42], [43] and in [30], the model is an extension to Datalog, and in [39], [40], the model is an extension to ODMG. Information Manifold uses a technique based on view definitions to map from the local schemas to the mediator schema. At the same time, views also express the limited capability of the remote sources, i.e., only the views may be computed on the remote sources. For query execution, mediator queries are rewritten using views. This introduces the well-known containment problem and various heuristics are proposed for efficient algorithms [40], [42], [30].

B. Source Capabilities

There are several approaches to handling the source capability problem. One approach is based on standardization — all underlying data sources are required either to have the same functionality or conform to the same communication standard. Another approach uses abstract data types. The fourth approach uses view definitions. DISCO permits varying levels of functionality between data sources and the mediator. Each wrapper implements a subset of the functionality of an algebraic machine.

In the standardization case (Pegasus [17], UniSQL/M [19], [18], SIMS [20], IRO-DB [3]) and research reported in [31], [32], some syntactic translation is required if all wrappers support the same functionality (with different syntax). However, since the same functionality is available in all data sources, the wrappers are not very complicated and the required syntactic translation is straightforward. The standardization approach considerably simplifies the construction of mediators because, in general, every sub-query can be executed at a data source. However, this solution excludes data sources with limited capability.

The Open Database Connectivity (ODBC) 3.0 standard [44] from Microsoft uses a variation on the standardization approach by using various conformance levels (similar to the conformance levels of SQL standards). The lowest level conformance standard defines the variation of SQL which must be accepted by the wrapper. Higher conformance levels add additional features. Thus, at a minimum, the wrapper and the data source must support a variation of SQL. In DISCO, a wrapper can support as little functionality as a simple file scan.

In the abstract data type approach, e.g., [1], [2], the functionality of underlying sources is encoded as a black-box function. This approach also simplifies the construction of mediators because, in general, the operations that can be pushed to a data source are fixed by the abstract data type interface.

In [40], [41], [45], [30] the source capability problem is addressed in part by using views. The Information Manifold extends this system by using views to contain constants for some attributes, etc.

In Garlic [37], a dynamic source capability solution is implemented. The query processor decomposes the query into various sub-queries and passes the sub-queries to the wrapper. The wrapper returns plans which implement part or all of the sub-queries. Properties (e.g., output columns, predicates, etc.) are used to describe which parts of the sub-query are executed by the wrapper. Garlic then adds operators in the mediator to complete the plan. The advantage of this approach is that the wrapper implementation can write a program to decide on exactly what parts of the sub-query are executed by the wrapper. Thus, the wrapper can check for unusual conditions of the sub-query that are required by the underlying data source. The disadvantage of this approach is performance since the wrapper is called multiple times during query optimization. Garlic solves this problem by placing the wrapper code with the mediator.

In the approach that is followed in DISCO, the functionality of each wrapper is defined, either in the mediator or in the wrapper, as a subset of an algebraic machine. Query processing in the mediator is complicated; various transformations of the mediator query may result in sub-queries that cannot be evaluated in each data source, given the possibly limited functionality of the underlying data source. DISCO offers a solutions to the source capability problem. DISCO can specify the composition of operators in the algebraic machine, and can attempt to generate a query whose sub-queries can be evaluated in the data sources. For instance, in DISCO, one can specify that select can be composed with scan, but that it cannot be composed with project. Reference [12] describes this feature in detail.

C. Mediator-Wrapper Cost Communication

There have been few projects on cost-based query optimization for heterogeneous systems [1], [46], [47]. In [46] and [47], the mediator calibrates its cost model by sending various “experiment” sub-queries to data sources and measuring the response time and size of the answer. In DISCO, wrappers (optionally) export cost equations to override the default equations in the mediator. Reference [13] describes this feature in detail.

The HERMES system [1] integrates heterogeneous sources by modeling each source as a collection of domains, defining some abstract data types. Thus, a source can be viewed as a parameterized call, which returns a set of answers. The bindings permitted to the call may be specified as magic-set style adornments. For cost computations, HERMES tracks statistics on the costs of previous calls, the pattern of arguments to the call, and the time and date of the call. To compute the cost of a new call, a cost estimate is generated from the statistics. Finally, the system caches previous calls and includes a system for specifying additional semantics of sources to perform a type of semantic query optimization. DISCO permits the wrapper implementor to define the cost of operations directly so that the mediator can obtain the cost of the particular sub-query evaluated at the wrapper. This solution is complementary to the above solutions.
D. Missing Data Sources

There are several simple solutions to the problem of handling missing data sources. First, a system can simply generate failure during querying processing for unavailable data sources. A second solution assigns a meaning to the unavailable data at the data source. For instance, the unavailable data source can be considered to have no tuples or have null values. Another solution changes the meaning to the query in the presence of unavailable data. For instance, suppose a query requests the union of answers from three data sources, \( a \), \( b \), and \( c \), but data source \( c \) is unavailable. Then the system implicitly changes the meaning of the query to be the union of answers from the available data sources, and returns the union of \( a \) and \( b \) as the answer to the query.

In APPROXIMATE [48] unavailable data sources are tackled by sandwiching the actual answer between subsets and supersets of the answer. The sandwiching sets are computed using semantic information from the data sources and a modification to the relational algebra.

DISCO chooses a more flexible alternative: The answer to a query is another query. The answer is a partial evaluation of the original query. The partial evaluation represents the work done with the available data sources and the work remaining to be done with the unavailable data sources. Reference [14] describes this feature in detail.

Partial Evaluation has been studied in programming language research; it is defined as “a source-to-source program transformation technique for specializing programs with respect to parts of their input” [49]. As described in Section V, we use a technique inspired by partial evaluation of programs to handle queries evaluated against data sources that are unavailable at run-time. In this subsection, we compare our technique to a taxonomy of techniques in partial evaluation in programming languages.

In the programming language literature, typically partial evaluators improve the performance of programs by partial evaluation of a program given some input. This performance improvement is accomplished by generating, for a program \( p \), a partially evaluated program \( p_s \). Program \( p_s \) is based on some prespecified (static) input \( s \), and some unknown (dynamic) input \( d \). The answer to \( p_s \), given \( d \) is the same as the answer to \( p \) given \( s \) and \( d \). Applying this analysis to a query evaluated against data sources, the static input would include the constants that appear in the query, and the extents corresponding to data source types, for the available data sources. The dynamic input would be the extents corresponding to the data source types, for the unavailable data sources.

Partial evaluators are classified as on-line, monolithic or off-line, staged. An online partial evaluator is a non-standard interpreter; it determines the treatment of each expression on-the-fly and can be very expensive. Staging involves a compiler and a run-time system. It first divides the inputs of the program into prespecified and unknown parts, and then determines, for each expression, if it should be evaluated at compile-time or run-time. This is accompanied by a specialization that constructs a specialized program, with respect to the specified and unspecified parts.

Our technique roughly corresponds to a sequence of multiple on-line partial evaluations. The availability of data sources is determined on-the-fly, according to observed behavior of the data sources. We plan to investigate off-line evaluation also, where we first determine the availability of the data sources before evaluation starts. Another major difference between our work and existing work is the interpretation of \( p_s \). In partial evaluation, \( p_s \) is opaque. In our work, we are interested in the contents of \( p_s \) since it contains partially evaluated answers. Thus, we plan to apply functions to \( p_s \) to extract information.

III. Mediator data model

In this section we describe the DISCO data model as an extension to the ODMG 2.0 data model specification [33]. The ODMG standard consists of an object model, object definition language (ODL), a query language (OQL), and a language binding. Note however that the prototype implementation, described in more detail in Section VI-A, implements a relational subset of this model.

The ODMG object model is based on a type system. Types can be atomic or structured. The atomic types are predefined, such as integer, boolean, string, and the particular set of object types of the application. The structured types are the set, bag, list and tuple. Type expressions are constructed through the recursive application of structured type constructors to atomic types and type expressions. Object types are described in the data model through an object interface using ODL. An object interface specifies the properties (attributes and relationships) and operations or methods that are characteristic of the instances of this object type. A relationship is a reference-valued attribute of an object type. An object interface allows the declaration of a key constraint, and the declaration of inverse links between object types. The object types are organized along a subtype hierarchy. All the attributes, relationships and methods defined on a super-type are inherited by the subtype. An object type \( \text{ext} \) is a set of instances of a given object type (and its subtypes); it can be explicitly named in the object type interface, in which case they are automatically maintained.

The set of operators includes built-in operators, user-defined functions and user-defined methods. The built-in operators are comparison and arithmetic operators; aggregation operators; set, list and set membership operators; type conversion operators. Special built-in operators are value constructors, (e.g., set, bag, list and tuple constructors), attribute selection, quantifiers and select.

An object database is accessed through the set of persistent named variables. Particular named variables are associated with the \( \text{extent} \) of an object type that is automatically maintained. A database interface consists of a set of object type interfaces, and a set of named variables (with their types).

OQL queries corresponding to an interface are well-typed expressions constructed in this interface. Given an interface, OQL expressions are syntactically constructed by a
The OQL \textit{select-expression} is a built-in \textit{n-ary} operator of particular import. The expressions corresponding to each input collection, the predicate, and the projection of a \textit{select-from-where} expression may all be general OQL expressions. As a consequence, OQL allows navigation (following object identifiers), nested selects, dependent joins, expressions. As a consequence, OQL allows navigation (following object identifiers), nested selects, dependent joins, expressions. As a consequence, OQL allows navigation (following object identifiers), nested selects, dependent joins, expressions. As a consequence, OQL allows navigation (following object identifiers), nested selects, dependent joins, expressions. As a consequence, OQL allows navigation (following object identifiers), nested selects, dependent joins, expressions. As a consequence, OQL allows navigation (following object identifiers), nested selects, dependent joins, expressions. As a consequence, OQL allows navigation (following object identifiers), nested selects, dependent joins, expressions. As a consequence, OQL allows navigation (following object identifiers), nested selects, dependent joins, expressions. As a consequence, OQL allows navigation (following object identifiers), nested selects, dependent joins, expressions. As a consequence, OQL allows navigation (following object identifiers), nested selects, dependent joins, expressions. As a consequence, OQL allows navigation (following object identifiers), nested selects, dependent joins, expressions. As a consequence, OQL allows navigation (following object identifiers), nested selects, dependent joins, expressions. As a consequence, OQL allows navigation (following object identifiers), nested selects, dependent joins, expressions. As a consequence, OQL allows navigation (following object identifiers), nested selects, dependent joins, expressions. As a consequence, OQL allows navigation (following object identifiers), nested selects, dependent joins, expressions. As a consequence, OQL allows navigation (following object identifiers), nested selects, dependent joins, expressions. As a consequence, OQL allows navigation (following object identifiers), nested selects, dependent joins, expressions. As a consequence, OQL allows navigation (following object identifiers), nested selects, dependent joins, expressions. As a consequence, OQL allows navigation (following object identifiers), nested selects, dependent joins, expressions. As a consequence, OQL allows navigation (following object identifiers), nested selects, dependent joins, expressions. As a consequence, OQL allows navigation (following object identifiers), nested selects, dependent joins, expressions. As a consequence, OQL allows navigation (following object identifiers), nested selects, dependent joins, expressions. As a consequence, OQL allows navigation (following object identifiers), nested selects, dependent joins, expressions. As a consequence, OQL allows navigation (following object identifiers), nested selects, dependent joins, expressions. As a consequence, OQL allows navigation (following object identifiers), nested selects, dependent joins, expressions. As a consequence, OQL allows navigation (following object identifiers), nested selects, dependent joins, expressions. As a consequence, OQL allows navigation (following object identifiers), nested selects, dependent joins, expressions. As a consequence, OQL allows navigation (following object identifiers), nested selects, dependent joins, expressions. As a consequence, OQL allows navigation (following object identifiers), nested selects, dependent joins, expressions. As a consequence, OQL allows navigation (following object identifiers), nested selects, dependent joins, expressions. As a consequence, OQL allows navigation (following object identifiers), nested selects, dependent joins, expressions. As a consequence, OQL allows navigation (following object identifiers), nested selects, dependent joins, expressions. As a consequence, OQL allows navigation (following object identifiers), nested selects, dependent joins, expressions. As a consequence, OQL allows navigation (following object identifiers), nested selects, dependent joins, expressions. As a consequence, OQL allows navigation (following object identifiers), nested select
For example, the previous extent automatically created an instance, say m1, where

```csharp
m1.name="person1"
m1.interface=Person
m1.wrapper=w0
m1.map=null
```

The `map` attribute of type `MetaExtent` is described in Section III-B.

Using this meta-data, Disco provides a way to implicitly reference all the extents associated with a mediator type, by declaring an extent in the interface definition. Thus, the following interface definition for `Person` defines `person` as an extent that is the union of all extents of type `Person`:

```csharp
interface Person (extent person) {
  attribute String name;
  attribute Short salary;
}
```

The extent `person` is defined as the union of all extents which satisfy the following query on `MetaExtent`.

```csharp
select x.e
from x in metaextent
where x.interface=Person
```

This definition for `person` essentially accesses the meta-data of the extents and dynamically selects all of the extents associated with the type `Person`. The extent `person` can be used anywhere a normal extent can be used.

This modeling feature distinguishes Disco from other systems and permits the DBA to more easily manage scaling to a larger number of data sources. With the above ODL definitions, the query in Section I-D will produce the answers described.

B. Mapping Disco types to data source types

In the previous section, the type of the data source was identical to the type defined in the mediator for accessing the data source. Thus the name of the relation in the data source was the same as the extent name. Further, the names of the attributes of the relation in the data source were identical to the names of the attributes of the mediator type. In many existing systems, the burden of resolving the conflict between the two types is in the hands of the wrapper implementor. Disco provides a mapping between the two types to help the DBA to resolve such conflicts.

Suppose the DBA defines a different mediator type, `Prime`, with extent `prime0`, to access a wrapper `w2` with `Person` objects, as follows:

```csharp
extent prime0 of Prime wrapper w2 extent p2;
interface Prime {
  attribute String n;
  attribute Short s;
}
```

This statement has a type conflict because `Prime` and `Person` are different types.

The DBA resolves this kind of type conflict by specifying a `map` between the attributes of the mediator type (`Prime`) and the attributes of the data source type (`Person`). A map is a function from the attributes of a type to the attributes of another type. The map consists of a list of pairs and it is described in the `map` attribute of the extent declaration. The DBA resolves the type conflict in this example with the following map:

```csharp
extent prime0 of Prime wrapper w2 extent p2
map (n=name) (s=salary);
```

Since `prime0` is of type `Prime`, the map creates a one-to-one correspondence between the `n` field and `name` and `s` and `salary`, respectively. Thus, when a sub-query is generated for this data source by the mediator, it will refer to the attributes in the map to obtain the correct type for the data source. Maps are restricted to a flat structure, and they are defined as a list of strings. However, they can easily be extended to handle nested types. A further extension provides functions which map between domains and ranges, allowing the mediator to resolve mismatch of values in the data sources during query processing.

C. Matching similar and dissimilar structures

In general, when a DBA defines the aggregation of data from data sources, the need to access multiple data sources of similar structure or substructure, or sources of dissimilar structure, may arise. The ODMG data model provides sub-typing for modeling similar substructures and views for modeling dissimilar structures. All these features can be applied while incorporating new data sources, and associating types of objects in the data sources to the types defined in the mediators.

C.1 Sub-typing

Sub-typing organizes collections of data sources with similar substructures. Consider two data sources of students, accessed with wrappers `w4` and `w5`. The DBA defines a `Student` interface as a subtype of `Person`, and the following extents:

```csharp
interface Student:Person (extent students) { }
extent student0 of Student wrapper w4 extent p4;
extent student1 of Student wrapper w5 extent p5;
```

Thus, queries on `students` can reference data in `w4` and `w5`. The `person0` extent still contains the two extents, `person0` and `person1`. Thus, the extent of a type does not automatically reference the extents of its subtypes, in the subtype hierarchy. To accommodate this, the ODMG syntax must be extended with a special `*` syntax, e.g., `person*`, for type `Person`, which recursively refers to the extents of all the subtypes of this type. Thus, the `person*` extent contains four extents.

C.2 Views and Reconciliation

Maps and sub-typing are a very restricted form of transformation for resolving mismatch between types. In general, arbitrary transformations in the representation of a data source may be needed not only to resolve mismatched types, but to reconcile semantic differences between data sources. For instance, one data source defines salary
as an integer and another data source defines salary as the sum of regular pay and overtime pay.

In this section we show that the ODMG data model reconciles some semantic differences through arbitrary transformations implemented with views. A view is a named query. A view can reference other views, as long as the references are not cyclic. Views are not updatable in the sense that updates cannot be applied to the results of view (i.e. view updates). However, updates to data sources will be automatically reflected in the view.

The `define` as ... OQL syntax specifies a view consisting of a query name and a query. Views do not have explicit objects associated with them. The objects are referenced through the query name and are generated through executing the query. The following view:

```oql
define double as
  select struct(name: x.name,
    salary: x.salary + y.salary)
  from x in person0 and y in person1
  where x.name = y.name
```

specifies a mapping from the query name `double` to the corresponding query. This query uses a select expression. The query is evaluated over the extents `person0` and `person1`. Thus, the query definition specifies a mapping to underlying data sources. Access to `double` computes all people who reside in both data sources and returns a bag containing, for all people in both data sources, the name of the person from the `person0` data source and the sum of the salaries of the person from both data sources. Thus, reconciling the salaries of two data sources has been done by simply using the addition function. Reconciliation functions are indistinguishable from other functions. Since the full power of OQL is available in the view definition language, aggregate functions are also possible.

To aggregate over an arbitrary number of data sources, we simply use select in the aggregate function, as follows:

```oql
define multiple as
  select struct(
    name: x.name,
    salary: sum(select z.salary
      from z in person*
      where x.name = z.name))
  from x in person*
```

In this case, suppose a new student data source `r4` is added, and an extent is added to the type `Student`, which is a subtype of `Person`. Since `person*` references the extents of `Student`, through the type hierarchy, the salaries of students in wrappers `w4` and `w5` will automatically be summed in the multiple view definition.

In general, arbitrary transformations in the representation of a data source may be needed, and this functionality is also provided by views. Suppose a data source with wrapper `w6` of type `Two`, does not have a single salary field, but has two fields, `regular` for regular pay and `consult` for consulting pay. We may still wish to aggregate over the data sources. To do so, the different structures are included in a view definition. In this example, we assume that the people in the data sources of type `Person` are distinct from the people in `w6` of type `Two`. The opposite assumption is also supported in the data model, but the view definition would be more complicated.

```oql
interface Two {
  attribute String name;
  attribute Short regular;
  attribute Short consult;
}
extent two0 of Two wrapper w6 extent p6;

define new as
  union(
    select struct(
      name: x.name,
      salary: x.salary)
    from x in person,
    select struct(
      name: x.name,
      salary: x.regular+x.consult)
    from x in two0)
```

IV. Mediator Query Processing

The mediator includes a query processor containing a query preprocessor, a query optimizer and a run-time system. It also contains a catalog that records information on local data, local schema, global schema, etc. This catalog is updated when a source is registered with the mediator by importing the local schema, capabilities and cost information of the source. The import is accomplished via the wrapper associated with the source.

The processing of a query is accomplished in several steps.\(^2\)

Step 1 performs the reformulation of the query into local schemas. The query is parsed and type checked against the global schema and then it is reformulated into the local schemas of the sources. Reformulation is accomplished through view definitions and the application of maps of Section III. In particular, each extent in the reformulated query references either an extent in a particular source or an extent local to the mediator.

Step 2 performs logical search space generation. The reformulated query is transformed into a preliminary tree of logical operators in the relational algebra that is equivalent to the query. The logical operators in the tree belong to a universal abstract machine (UAM) of logical operators implemented in the mediator. DISCO has the usual logical operators of `scan`, `project`, `join`, etc. In addition, transformation rules rewrite trees to equivalent trees. DISCO has the usual transformation rules, e.g. commuting and associating join operations. Thus, multiple preliminary logical operator trees are generated for each query. Finally, an additional logical operator, `submit`, expresses the mediator call to a wrapper.

\(^2\)We describe a top-down transformation of the query into an execution plan. However, the prototype has an implementation of both this algorithm and a dynamic-programming bottom-up style query processing algorithm.
Step 3 performs preliminary query decomposition. Each preliminary logical operator tree is then decomposed into a forest of \( n \) wrapper subtrees and a composition tree that combines the results of the wrapper subtrees into the final answer. Each wrapper subtree is the largest subtree of the preliminary tree of logical operators whose leaves reference (via the extent) the same wrapper. The composition tree is the remaining subtree not in any wrapper subtree. This tree links together the forest of wrapper subtrees into a single tree. The leaves of the composition tree are either one of the wrapper subtrees or a scan operation on data stored in the mediator.

Step 4 compares the functionality required for each wrapper subtree with the capabilities exported by the corresponding wrapper and modifies the wrapper subtree to use only the capabilities of the wrapper. This modification is accomplished by moving operations that the wrapper cannot perform from the wrapper subtree to the composition tree. The final subtrees are marked in the composition tree via the \texttt{submit} logical operator. These modifications transform the preliminary logical operator tree into the final logical operator tree. This step is described in more detail in Section IV-A.

Step 5 transforms the final logical operator tree into an execution plan by transforming the logical operations in the mediator composition tree to physical algorithms in the mediator run-time system. The logical operations done by wrappers are not transformed because the corresponding physical algorithms are executed by the wrapper itself. The \texttt{submit} logical operators in the composition tree are translated into exec physical algorithms. This physical algorithm is responsible for calling the associated wrapper. The composition tree can always be evaluated by the mediator since the UAM can be executed by some physical algorithm in the run-time system. The mediator run-time system is based on the iterator model [51]. Disco has the usual physical algorithms such as nested-loop-join, file-scan, etc.

Step 6 assigns a cost to the execution plan by considering the cost (in terms of total time and statistical information) of the physical algorithms in the mediator and the costs of the logical operations on the wrappers. If a wrapper has exported cost equations, those are also considered. This step is described in more detail in Section IV-B.

Steps 2 through 6 are repeated until the execution plan with lowest cost is generated.

Step 7 executes the lowest cost plan. During query execution, the mediator calls the wrappers and passes the final wrapper subtree. The wrappers evaluate their subtree and send their results back to the mediator. The mediator run-time system combines the results using execution plan which represents the final composition query. If a wrapper is unavailable, a partial answer is produced, as described in Section V.

A. Defining source capability specifications

In response to a \texttt{registration} call from the mediator, a wrapper exports its source capabilities. The source capabilities are sentences of a language which describe the logical operations supported by the wrapper and the attributes and predicates that can appear in a logical operation [12]. Thus, the sentences describe a subset of the expressions of the UAM.

In the simplest case, the wrapper returns a set of operators (e.g., \{\texttt{scan}, \texttt{project}\}) which means that the wrapper supports the entire definition of those operations in the UAM. Thus, projections are permitted across all attributes, etc. In addition, more detail is permitted describing which attributes can appear as arguments to an operation. For example, the following source capability specification

\begin{verbatim}
scan [person0]
select [person0 1 {bind name (=)
   bind salary (<)} ]
\end{verbatim}

means that the \texttt{scan} operation applies only to the \texttt{person0} extent. For the \texttt{select} operation, only 1 attribute can be selected. If the \texttt{select} operation applies to the \texttt{name} attribute of the \texttt{person0} extent, it must use the equality (=) predicate. Otherwise, it must select the \texttt{salary} attribute with the less-than (<) predicate. Thus, the following expressions, for some constant \( C \) are permitted:

\begin{verbatim}
scan(person0)
select(scan(person0), name=C)
select(scan(person0), salary<C)
\end{verbatim}

The use of these expressions in query processing is straight-forward. Each wrapper subtree is searched bottom-up, comparing each logical operator with the specification. When a logical operator \( o \) is found which does not match the specification, the subtree is truncated to the sub-tree below \( o \). This subtree can be executed by the wrapper. The subtree from the root to \( o \) is moved to the preliminary composition tree.

The mediator provides additional functionality to the wrapper implementor by accepting a context free grammar from the wrapper. If the context free grammar can parse the string representation, then the entire subtree can be executed by the wrapper. Otherwise the expression is rejected. This functionality permits the wrapper implementor to check the expression for properties that are not expressible in the specification language. Complete details are given in [12].

The principal advantages of the capability specification is its simplicity for the wrapper implementor and the efficient use of the capabilities during query processing. The algorithm for capabilities based reasoning is \( O(n) \) where \( n \) is the number of nodes the preliminary tree. Using algorithms of a higher complexity, e.g., reference [52], may produce place which push more operations onto a wrapper. In this latter work, instead of computing source capabilities over trees, conjunctive queries are used instead. Unfortunately the complexity of this latter work is in the worst case exponential in the size of the capability expression. An open research issue is the definition of a capability system which balances the quality of the plans produced with the complexity of the capability algorithm.
B. Defining cost information

In response to a registration call from the mediator, a wrapper optionally exports some cost information. Cost information is exported in the form of logical rules. This logical rules encode classical cost model equations. If the wrapper does not export some particular cost equation, a default equation in the mediator is used. Cost equations describe the total time required for an operation and statistical information of the total number of tuples produced by an operation, the total number of bytes, and the number of distinct values in each attribute.

For example, the following rules, expressed as facts, describe the cost information for a scan operation

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{totaltime} & (\text{scan}(\text{person}0), 10000) \\
\text{countobject} & (\text{scan}(\text{person}0), 100) \\
\text{countbyte} & (\text{scan}(\text{person}0), 10000) \\
\text{cardinality} & (\text{scan}(\text{person}0), [100, 90])
\end{align*}
\]

The first rule gives the total time to scan the person0 extent as 10,000 milliseconds. (This time does not include the overhead of the network connection between the mediator and wrapper, since the wrapper may connect to multiple mediators.) The extent has 100 objects and is represented with 10,000 bytes. There are 100 distinct values of the name attribute and 90 distinct values of the salary attribute. In a more interesting example is the following rules

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{countobject} & (\text{select}(X,P), 1) : - \\
\text{contains} & (P, \text{name} = C) \\
\text{totaltime} & (\text{select}(\text{scan}(X),P), T) : - \\
& \text{totaltime} (\text{scan}(X), T)
\end{align*}
\]

These rules declare that the select logical operator returns a single object for equality comparisons on the name attribute and that the total time to perform a scan operation followed by a select operation is the same as the time needed to perform the scan operation. Note that the wrapper does not export the total time needed for the scan operation and the default rule (and implicitly, the corresponding equation) in the mediator is used. Thus, the language gives very fine control over exactly which rules use the default and which rules use a more specific wrapper information. In addition, default rules for a whole class of wrappers is possible. Complete details are given in [13]. These rules are used during query processing to determine the cost of execution of a subtree on a wrapper. In fact, the same mechanism is used to determine the cost of physical algorithms used at run-time in the mediator.

Note that in the case the wrapper always wants the maximum acceptable subtree to be pushed to the wrapper, a trick can be used: simply return rules that represent cost equations of zero cost. That is, the cost equations do not represent the actual cost of execution. The mediator will simply choose the plan which has the largest number of operations performed at the mediator because every operation must be executed either at the data source or in the mediator. The zero cost of the operation at the data source will always be cheaper than the cost of the same operation in the mediator.

C. Example

In steps 1 through 4 the query optimizer translates a query into a final logical operator tree. For example, the query optimizer translates the following query:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{select} & (x.\text{name}) \\
\text{from} & x \text{ in person}
\end{align*}
\]

where person has extents person0 and person1, associated with wrappers w0 and w1, respectively, into the following query plan:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{union} & (\text{project} (\text{[name]}, \\
& \text{submit} (w0, \text{scan} (\text{person}0)))), \\
& \text{project} (\text{[name]}, \\
& \text{submit} (w1, \text{scan} (\text{person}1)))
\end{align*}
\]

Reading this query plan, in the order of application, from right to left, the query retrieves tuples with the scan operation from the person0 collection. The location of the tuples is specified in the w0 wrapper. The submit operator accesses the tuples in the data source, and the name attribute is projected out of each tuple in the collection. This projection is done by the run-time system of the mediator. A similar operation is done with w1 and the results are combined into a bag, by the union operator in the mediator.

Alternately, the query optimizer may generate the following final logical operator tree,

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{union} & (\text{submit} (w0, \text{project} (\text{[name]}, \\
& \text{scan} (\text{person}0)))), \\
& \text{submit} (w1, \text{scan} (\text{person}1)))
\end{align*}
\]

In this latter case, the projection of attribute name from instances of the collection person0 is performed in the wrapper (or in the data source), whereas the sub-query to the w1 wrapper is unchanged from the previous case. The union operator is executed in the mediator, as before. The w0 wrapper must export the capability to perform project on the name attribute. Note that in this latter case, both of the above plans are considered, since the execution of the projection operation may be less expensive in the mediator than in the wrapper, depending on the cost equation used to determine the cost of the project operation in the wrapper and the cost equations for the corresponding physical algorithm in the mediator.

To re-iterate, determining which plan to use is based on two factors. First, the arguments to all submit calls must pass the corresponding capability description. Second, the plan must have the lowest cost. To determine the cost of an entire plan, the mediator determines the cost of the part of the plan executed in the mediator in the usual way, by using the cost of the operators performed and the costs of the arguments to the operations performed. For instance, the cost of the union logical operator, implemented by, say, a drop_duplicate physical operator, depends in part on the size of the arguments, i.e., the size of the results of the project operations. The result sizes of the project
operation, when performed on the wrapper, take into consideration any relevant equations exported by the wrapper. The plan with the lowest cost is sent to the run-time system for execution.

D. Query Execution

The execution plan consists of a tree of nodes. Each node is a physical algorithm that implements the logical operators. There is not a direct correspondence between physical algorithms and logical operators. All physical algorithms support the Graefe iterator model [51] consisting of three methods, open, get-next and close. The open method prepares the node for query execution. The get-next method retrieves the next tuple of the answer. This method is called multiple times to retrieve the entire answer. The close method performs clean-up operations. Execution proceeds by calling open on the root node, which recursively calls open on its children. Then, get-next is repeatedly called on the root node to retrieve the answer. The root node calls its children as needed to construct each tuple of the answer. Finally, close is recursively called to finish query processing.

A leaf node of the execution plan is either a exec physical algorithm which is responsible for accessing wrappers or a physical algorithm which access data in the mediator. Each exec node contains a wrapper subtree that is executed by a wrapper. Upon receiving an open method call, the node issues the wrapper subtree to the wrapper. Available data sources return answers which are materialized in the mediator. Unavailable data sources either explicitly return a negative acknowledgment or timeout with an error. The node returns available to its parent as the return value for the open call if the entire answer was materialized in the mediator. Otherwise the node returns unavailable. Other physical algorithms have an open call that returns available if all the open calls to the children nodes returned available and otherwise returns unavailable. In the next section we use this extension to help manage available and unavailable data sources.

V. Query Processing with Unavailable Data

As mentioned in the introduction, scaling the number of heterogeneous data sources aggravates the problem of access to unavailable data sources in a query. Since the DISCO data model models data sources as objects, and the query language permits queries that range over data sources, it is straightforward to write a query which accesses many data sources. It is likely that some of the data sources will be unavailable.

A. Partial evaluation of queries

Partial evaluation of queries is performed in two phases. The first phase executes a query and determines which data sources are available. If all the data sources are available, query processing finishes normally and produces an answer. If some data sources are unavailable, a new query is generated in the second phase. This query represents both the work that has been accomplished and the work that remains to be done once the unavailable data sources are again available. This transformation is possible because each physical algorithm has a corresponding logical operator tree, and each logical operator tree has a corresponding part of a declarative query. The resulting declarative query is the partial evaluation of the query. It is also the answer to the query.

The first phase of partial answer evaluation is coded in the open call of each physical algorithm. Each node calls open on all its children nodes. If all children nodes return available, then the node returns available to its parent. Otherwise the node returns unavailable. In effect, the leaf exec nodes are opened and the wrappers are accessed. Then all nodes in the tree label themselves as available depending on the status of the subtree rooted at the node.

The second phase of partial answer evaluation is as follows. If the root node is available then all nodes in the plan must be available and query processing proceeds normally. If the root node is unavailable, each subtree containing only available nodes materializes its (sub) result. Then, in a recursive bottom-up fashion, each node returns a declarative description of the subtree rooted at the node. For the materialized subtrees, this description is simply the identifier of the materialized result. For other nodes, the declarative description depends on the semantics of the physical algorithm. For example, a node which performs selection will attach the selection predicate to the declarative description of the subtree rooted at the node. The description associated with the root is the answer to the query. Complete details are given in [14].

Consider the following query which retrieves persons of the same name from three sources:

```sql
select x.name
from x in person0, y in person1, z in person2
where x.name = y.name and y.name = z.name
```

The following is a query execution plan for this query, where slice is the physical algorithm for projection, join-nl is the nested loop join algorithm.

```sql
slice(name),
join-nl(name,
    name,
    join-nl(name,
        name,
        exec(w0, scan(person0)),
        exec(w1, scan(person1))),
    exec(w2, scan(person2)))
```

Suppose wrappers w0 and w1 answer and w2 does not answer during query execution. The plan will now be as follows:

```sql
slice(name),
join-nl(name,
    name,
    t0,
    exec(w2, scan(person2)))
```

where t0 is the result of executing the join-nl operation, in the mediator, over the results returned from the
A partial evaluation is returned, by mapping from the currently existing partially evaluated query execution plan to a new query. The result is as follows:

```sql
select w.name
from w in t0
    z in person2 where w.name = z.name
```

where the contents of t0 have been directly materialized for the partially evaluated query. This result is returned to the user. Detailed algorithms for the construction of this result are given in [14].

**B. Research issues in partial evaluation**

Currently, the result of partial evaluation are returned to the user. We have defined some functions which return ad hoc information about the partial evaluation, e.g., a list of all materialized results, a list of wrappers that returned answers, a list of wrappers that did not return answers, etc. This information is used by the user interface to manage the interaction between the user and the partial answer. However, in general the problem of extracting information from a partial answer is an open research issue. For the moment the principal functionality provided is the re-submission of the partially evaluated query to the mediator for completion of evaluation. The completion of evaluation is possible if the previously unavailable sources are operating at the time that the query is re-submitted. A query may be partially evaluated multiple times, thus requiring the user to re-submit partially evaluated results multiple times, before a final answer is obtained.

A second problem with partial evaluation involves the underlying semantics of executing queries within transaction boundaries. Suppose two data sources w0 and w1 time stamp each data value when it is added to the data source. Suppose data source w0 is available, and a user evaluates a query over both sources. The (partially evaluated) answer will contain data from w0 but no data from w1. Suppose w0 and w1 are both updated, and the (partially evaluated) answer is re-submitted as a new query. This final answer, assuming that w1 is available, will contain the updated tuples from w1 but none of the updated tuples from w0 since the partial answer will access materialized data in the mediator. The detection of updates to sources, and the semantics of partial evaluation with updates to sources, is an open research issue.

Thirdly, materializing the partial answer, t0, as indicated above, has an impact on the implementation of the query processor. In this case, the state of the partial evaluation, t0, is explicitly maintained by the mediator, to be re-used if the query is re-submitted. The mediator must maintain this state until the user re-submits the partially evaluated query. This introduces a problem of garbage collecting states of partial evaluation, corresponding to queries that are never re-submitted. This garbage collection problem can be partially solved by periodically replacing the materialized result with the sub-query used to generate it.

Access to the materialized result triggers the mediator to execute the associated sub-query. In addition, maintenance of materialized results is an optimization issue. For example, it may be cheaper to re-submit the original query, rather than maintain the materialized result and re-submit the (partially evaluated) query. For very small materialized results, it may also be cheaper to encode as constants the data of the materialized result directly in the query.

Finally, partial evaluation semantics interact with pipelined evaluation run-time system architectures. The problem stems from the need to construct all the results of an operator at any point in time. In pipelined evaluation, this corresponds to the materialization of a partially executed pipeline. For the moment, we simply materialize answers from wrappers. This restriction may impose large storage requirements on the mediator. Relaxing this restriction is an open area of research.

**VI. Conclusion**

**A. Description of the current prototype**

Figure 2 shows a diagram of the architecture of prototype 0 [33]. The prototype consists of a collection of mediator and wrappers, both running as servers. Thus mediators and wrappers can be arbitrarily paired, so wrappers can serve multiple mediators. In addition, every mediator is a wrapper, so mediators can call other mediators as if they were wrappers. The entire system, except for the data sources, is coded in about 30,000 lines of Java. Java remote method invocation is used for communication between applications, mediators, and wrappers.

The mediator has several interfaces. The administration interface is used to declare global schemas, local data elements, and register wrappers. The application interface is used to accept queries and return answers and partial answers. The wrapper interface is used to contact wrappers (at registration time) to load schema, source capability, and cost information. This interface is also used to submit sub-queries to the wrappers and obtain answers to sub-queries. Currently, the mediator accepts a subset of the ODMG standard corresponding to the relational algebra. Query processing follows the outline described in Section IV and partial evaluation follows the outline described in Section V. However, the query processing described in Section III has not yet been implemented. The functionality of the mediator includes a local storage system and a pipelined run-time system.

The wrapper has several interfaces also, for responding to registration requests, answering sub-queries, and communicating with the data sources. The functionality of the wrapper includes a pipelined run-time system. Thus, if the data source is pipelined, pipeline processing is possible from the data source to the application.

**B. Summary**

Scaling the number of data sources in heterogeneous distributed databases aggravates problems for end users, application programmers, database administrators and
database implementors (wrapper implementors). The design of DISCO provides novel solutions to some of the problems encountered by these users.
1. The model of data sources, the use of schema mapping, and views, aid the database administrator in modeling the system.
2. A flexible wrapper interface aids the wrapper implementor in dealing with the problem of describing the functionality of the underlying data source.
3. The query optimizer in the mediator handles the task of solving the mismatch between the expression power of the DISCO system and the underlying data source, and generating expressions which can be evaluated in the data source.
4. A cost-based query optimizer use the cost-model for the mediator physical operators and the cost-model provided by the wrapper.
5. Partial evaluation semantics provides end users and applications programmers with the ability to deal with queries evaluated with unavailable data sources.

C. Future work

Several aspects of DISCO present new research problems. The distributed architecture introduces several performance issues, since in the most general case network communication occurs between several components during query processing.

The submit logical operator works well with the autonomous nature of the data sources. The disadvantage of this operator is that it cannot accept data from another data source, or from the mediator. This restriction implies that the full generality of algorithms for implementing distributed and parallel databases cannot be expressed. For example, a semi-join algorithm to implement a join cannot be used in the wrapper interface, since it requires the transmission of results into a data source.

For the problem of graceless failure for unavailable data sources, partial evaluation presents many open research issues, discussed in Section V-B. For example, extracting information from a partially evaluated source in the general case is difficult because the structure of the partially evaluated query may vary widely, depending on how much work was done during partial evaluation. Some information may or may not be available, depending on which data sources were unavailable. Second, resubmitting a partially evaluated result is a manual operation, left up to the user. Clearly some automatic form of re-submission is desirable. Third, partial evaluation is not clearly defined for aggregate functions.
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